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RESPONSE #18561 SUBMITTED ON 03/14/2023 04:40:50 PM

Art Vendor Application - English

Page 1 of 3 - Grantee Information

Art Vendor Information

Legal First Name: Maria

Legal Last Name: Anrango - Morales

Artist Name (if different) Maria Anrango

Preferred Language Spanish

Contact Information
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Are you a current art vendor adding an

addit onal craft?

No

A family unit is two (2) or more persons jointly

engaged in the creation of an art or craft item.

Is this an application for a Family Unit?

No
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Page 2 of 3 - Art Vendor Questions

Artist Biography (Please provide a short

biography about yourself and your craft):

My parents were craftsmen, they did all the things related to crafts, so I started to like this idea

and started doing little things like making little hats, then I came to this country and started to

do it more professionally  Initially it was just ear rings with shakira and stones  Then I had my

daughter and I started doing all those things with earrings and bracelets, so I think this

opportunity will be good for the crafts.

1  Describe your work in detail  How do you

make it?

The work that I do is with little warriors, I make necklaces with stones and earrings, everything

is handmade, I do everything were the stones are shiny.

2  Where did you learn your craft? Well I learned since I was little, my parents taught me, they also taught me how to knit and

make little bracelets.

3. Did you take a class or learn on your own? no classes I just make whatever comes to my mind. Thats how I work everything that comes to

my mind thats what I do.

Please provide up to five (5) images of the

work, both in process and finalized.
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Additionally, artists may upload a video (up to

five minutes) of their process.

No answer given

4. Tell us why you make this work? Well I like to do this job, when my daughter was a baby I had no one to take care of her so I

made these to sell these items on the street so I can take care of my daughter as well.

5. What makes your work different from other

artists and craftspeople making similar items?

I believe my work has its own way of making things it may be similar everyone has their own

ways and everyone of us has a way of expressing whats inside of us

(Optional) Please provide an artist CV or

Résumé:

No answer given

(Optional) Please provide any Letters of

Recommendation from other markets or

studios you may have:

No answer given

6. What artist or business name are you

operating under?

Maria Anrango

7. Do you have a website, Etsy, Instagram or

any other publicly accessible online store or

social media account?

No
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Please upload your image of display No answer given
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8. Are you using logos or material commonly

used in commercial products?

No

9. How are you ensuring customers can tell a

difference between your work and commercial

or mass-produced items?

Because my craft work is handmade and people know that and people who appreciate that are

the ones that buy it and knows the difference between the commercial products

10. What steps have you taken to ensure that

you are not violating any copyright or other

laws that might apply to the logo or other

material commonly used in commercial

products?

I don't know where they sell the other things and I don't know how I could copy the other ones.

11. Does your artwork comply with all federal,

state, and local laws and ordinance, including, if

necessary, lawful authority to use logos or

other images protected by copyright or

trademark laws?

Yes

12. Are there any health and safety restrictions

on your products?

No

13. Please upload recent receipts for any tools

and materials. Must be the same tools and

materials used to create the items in the work

samples.
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14. What, if any, safety precautions do you

employ in your work?

Nothing, because theres no danger in my work, I just have the needle and the pincers and I

don't believe I will harm anyone or anything in my work
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